Kedesh

Unit CB17.105

Date dug June 30th

Locus CB17.000

Beg. Levels

End levels
SW: 465.25

Over unit(s)
107

Under unit(s)

Volume 390 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
topsoil: grey-brown claysish loam

Pottery wt. Other finds

Ldm Turkish lime
Span BA - Ottoman - bone - skull

Description and extent

Topsoil removal. The pass started in the SW corner and radiated to the N & W. In digging, patches of lighter colored soil were seen. There is also a line of stones along the S wall. Only a small rectangular area in the SW corner was finished before the end of the day.
Tracking Numbers:
1305) Bone x 2
1306) Shell x 2
1465) Turkish Paper (K08 P168)
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Unit: CBI 7.106  Date dug: July 15, 2008  Locus: C817000

Beg. Levels

End levels
NW: 465.46/NW: 465.35/C: 465.30/E: 465.21

Under unit(s)

Volume
3790 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
grey brown clayish loam, some silt, slumpy

Pottery wt. 20.5

Other finds

Ldm: Ras el Fekin
Span: OA - early Moslem

Description and extent

Topsoil removed. This unit is a continuation of the topsoil removal pass started yesterday as CBI 7 in the SW corner. The pass starts in the SW and runs north-south immediately below the pass in a soil change (it becomes lighter) which we dug into.
Tracing Numbers:

1486) Turhish Pyrie (KOPI 169)
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Unit CBI.7.107  Date dug July 17th, 2008  Locus C917035

Beg. Levels
NW: 465.46  NE: 465.35  SW: 465.30  SE: 465.25 / 465.21
Under unit(s)
105 - 106
End levels
NW: 465.33  SE: 465.10  SW: 465.02
Over unit(s)
109 - 110

Volume 1490.2

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
light grey-brown silty loam with clay, some lime content, pebbles & cobbles

Pottery wt. 15.5 kg

Ldm Kfar Hananiah
Span BA-Romm

Other finds
- bone
- coin
- metal fragment (nail?)
- flint bladelet
- short bladelet

Description and extent
This unit is a pass through the subsoil immediately underlying the topsoil. We started from the S in order to help define the wall first uncovered in 105 and worked our way N. Below the pass, the soil seems to become even lighter in colour. Beneath the pass in the N, there are more large rocks. The pass was about half done before the day ended.
Tracking Numbers:
1336) Bone x 50
1337) Obsidian bladelet
1338) scrapnel, chert bladelet with retouch on (edge
1339) Fe nail with rectangular sect.
1340) AE coin (K08037)
1476) Bone x 4
1479) Almond shaped pebble
1480) 4 stoppers
1481) Shining Chrysotile (K08P163)
1482) BSP inverted rim bowl x 4 frags (K08P165) (shimmering)
1483) Shaped bowl (K08P166)
1484) BSP offset rim plate K08P167
- may join with K00P149/K06P023/K06P024
1487) H56 Shimmering (K08P170)
1489) H56 Plate w/ - ancient mind (K08P171)
1489) BSP inverted rim bowl (K08P172)
1490) BSP fish plate (3 frags) (K08P173)

* 1479 - Almond shaped pebble - NOTED + TOSSED
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Unit CBI 7:108  Date dug  2nd July  2008  Locus CBI7027

Beg. Levels  End levels
Under unit(s)  Over unit(s)
106  109-110
Volume  1610 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
light gray brown sandy loam, with clay, some lime content, some pebbles, several solifluc

Pottery wt. 19.3 kg

Ldm High Necked Cooking C2nd BCE
Span BA - Late Hell

Other finds
- Bone
- Plaster

Description and extent

This unit is a continuation of the pass through the trench's subsoil (originally started as 107). It lies in the NE portion of the trench. There are several large rocks floating in the matrix in the N and below the pass.
Tracking Numbers:
1397) Bone x 48
1400) Plaster x 1
1497) HB6 Canoaria (K08P170)
1499) B3P inverted rim bowl (K08P172)
1490) B3P fish plate (3 frags) (K08P173)
1491) 2 stoppers
1492) 1 grey dust debitage with cortex
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Unit CB171.109  Date dug July 2nd, 2008  Locus CB070.109

Beg. Levels  NW: 465.33  NE: 465.71
            center: 465.13
Under unit(s)  1088.107
Volume  1490L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Light grey, silty, loose, lime content, some pebbles, several pebbles
lightly thinner underlying unit

Pottery wt.  17.5 Kg

Ldm  BS9
Span  BA-21° C. BCE

End levels
NW: 465.06  NE: 465.06  EC: 464.50
Over unit(s)  1087.8406

Other finds
- bone
- plastic
- medium / large
- dust blades

Description and extent
This unit is a pass through the north half of the trench in order to remove rubble and possibly find the wall that is exposed in Justin's trench. The pottery is more worn and smaller than above, but large joining shreds of a pottery ware jug were found by the E half.
Tracking Numbers:
1401) bone x 15
1402) Plaster x 11
1403) headpiece (Tarsus x 10 cm drum)
1404) chert, brown blade
1407) HBG Campmaring (K08P170)
1408) HBG Plate ancient mud (K08P171)
1403) 3 stoppers
1403) 1 red chert scraper with retouch
1405) Groddie Jug 09 frog (K08P174)
1406) Phoenician SF Jug (K08P175)
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Unit CB1.7.110  Date dug July 2, 2008  Locus CB17034

Beg. Levels SE: 465.10  SW: 465.02

End levels SW: 464.99  SE: 464.93

Under unit(s) 187/108

Over unit(s) 187/108  112

Volume 950L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions light grey brown slightly loamy (lighter than above) some fine content, & clay; a few pebbles/few larger stones

Pottery wt. 7.8kg

Ldm 597+ MM Damage
Span BA - 160 BCE

Other finds - Bone
- Iron Ring
- Chest Scraper
- Mudbrick/Brick

Description and extent

The purpose of this unit is to take a 15cm pass through the southern half of the trench. The soil here is contiguous with 107 to the N but lower and with many few stones. Below this pass in the SE corner, we came upon a patch of darker grey/brown with chunks of bright orange tzzoar, isolated etc.
Tracing Numbers:
1405) bone x 30
1406) shell x 1
1407) terracota x 13 sherd
1408) 1 black dart fragment
1409) iron ring, jewellry (K08 M034)
1410) coin (K09 C039)
1411) coin (K09 C040)
1497) 2 stoppers
1498) 2 debitage: brown, red, brown, chest black, frog
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Unit CBI 7, 111
Date dug July 4th 08
Locus CBI7027

Beg. Levels
Under unit(s)
Volume 109

End levels
WN:464.98/NE:464.97/S:464.92
Over unit(s)
114, 123

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Light grey brown silty loam, some lime, clay & pebbles, several soluble

Pottery wt. 8.8kg
Ldm BSP
Span BA - 2-6. BCE

Other finds
- Bone
- Terracotta/ Mudduke
- Shell

Description and extent
This unit is the removal of several large stones floating in soil in a patch that extends southwards from the Shdul towards the center of the square. Each side is a pane of soil extending to the sides.

\[ \text{Diagram} \]
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Unit C917.034  
Date dug July 1908  
Locus C917.034

Beg. Levels
W: 464.79  E: 461.93
Under unit(s)
110

End levels
W: 464.91  E: 464.76
Over unit(s)
14  13

Volume
760 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
light gray-brown silty loam, some lime day, public Liddle

Pottery wt. 15.1 kg

Ldm BSP
Span EBA - 2nd c. BCE

Other finds
- bone

Description and extent
This unit is the removal of the subsoil in the S half of the trench down to the level of the darker soil with brick fragments, visible at the beginning in the SE corner. There were several large stones revealed in the center of the trench. A talus was moved in the SE corner in the S half.
Tracking Numbers:
1538) Cone 5
1596) Brown Avent Glaze feng w. retouch
1597) Spatter Jug (K08 P180)
(1879) - spatter painted ware stamped bowed ring base [K08 P236]
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Unit CB1.7.113
Date dug July 4th, 2008
Locus CB17037

Beg. Levels

Under unit(s)

Volume 210L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt. 1.4 Kg

Other finds

Ldm 2am el-Fahme
Span 1Persian - Modern

Description and extent
Cleaning, Sweeping. Ball trim of the entire trench.
Teaching Numbers:
1539) Low x 3
1540) Shell x 1
1541) Mudbrick x 4
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Unit: CB1.7.114
Date dug: July 6th, 2008
Locus: C317028

Beg. Levels
MW: 484.89/NE: 484.79/0.484.92/SW: 484.99/SE: 484.78

End levels
MW: 464.76/NE: 464.76/0.464.75/SE: 464.78

Under unit(s)

Volume
1530L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
grey brown silty loam, several limestone chips, some orange lumps and cobbles

Pottery wt. 17.0kg

Ldm: B517
Span: EBA - 2nd. BCE

Other finds
- Core
- Molded Terrace
- Conformed canoe
- Metal plaque
- Plastic plaque

Description and extent
This unit is a pass over the entire trench, saving the walls and talus. The soil here is darker than above with patches of limestone chips and interspersed fragments of orange mudlak.
Trading Numbers:
1570) bone x 75
1572) shell x 2 (1 hand-made / 1 ear shell)
1573) plaster x 1 frag
1574) mudbrick x 10 frags
1575) lead ball x 1
1576) re-formed glass (horizontal yellow + white threads) bottle

(1571) Bone 75 + 3 = 78
(1573) - plaster 1 + 1 = 2
(1597) add .28 frags of spatter jug from 112
(1576) re-formed glass flask bs w/ horizontal yellow + white threads KO8P114
(1674) 1 brown crest lidlet
1675) Mud Hello funerary bowl (base frag) KO8P125
(1676) BSP Flat plate (base + 1 bs) joins w/ rim fr 115 KO8P176
(1677) HPF measure KO8P187
(1894) BSP moldmade bowl rim frag KO8P248
(1885) LF sauce pan KO8P236
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Unit 281.7.115  Date dug July 6, 08  Locus CB17027

Beg. Levels
Under unit(s)
114
Volume
1750 L
Soil: color, texture, inclusions
grey-brown silty loam, some soddle, a few boulders, a few limestone chips
(least than about)
Pottery wt. 12 kg
Ldm 10
Span

End levels
NW: 484.679/NE: 484.659/CW: 484.75/CSE: 484.85
Over unit(s)
116-117, 123, 125, 126

Other finds
- Bone
- Mudbrick/Temper
- Iron arrowhead
- Shell

Description and extent
This unit is an aggressive pass across the pass tank, starting in the N and moving S. The soil is softer, less compacted with a few limestone chips, no bricks & few soddle. The pass is fairly dry as we are removing the remaining soddle.
Tracking Numbers:

(1577) bone x 47
(1578) shell x 2 (handmade)
(1579) Mudbird / Tawny x 10 from
(1580) Iron Arrowhead - Weapon
(1581) Coin AE (K086041)
(1597) Cast glass. Clear BS

(1577) Bone 47 + 17 = 64
(1580) Iron arrowhead [K086037]
(1676) BSP Template (Rum) (Found in Base from 114) [K086186]
(1678) Surface coin [K086045]
(1679) plaster x 3
(1680) stone weight [K085026]
(1681) stopper x 1
(1682) - Attic plate (large vase, Rim + ring base) [K085188]
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Unit CB17.116  Date dug July 4th 08  Locus CB17028.1

Beg. Levels (N.W. 464.69/15. 464.69/C: 484.75/SE: 484.68)
Under unit(s) 
Volume 164.0L
Soil: color, texture, inclusions
gray brown, silt, loam, few cobbles, limestone slings, some flecks
Pottery wt. 13.7kg
Ldm BSP + Middle Hill Fine Ware
Span BA - 2 - C BCE

Description and extent
This unit is a pass below the degenerate surface found in CB17.114. It is a continuation of the pass CB17.115, especially in Area S5. It also underlies 115, where that pass did not reach its full depth. Beneath the pass, patches of limestone slings continue to be encountered.

End levels
Over unit(s) 135

Other finds
- Bone - Mudbrick/Traces
- Iron Frag - Shell
- Fibula latch Pin
- Plaster

-
Tracking Numbers:
1599) bone x 104
1600) shell x 9
1601) Mudbricks x 2 others
1602) Plaster x 1
1603) Fe furniture nail nr round head at 90° to round root shaft
1604) Iron shaft (rest. rest.) of nail or tool
1605) Iron fulcrum pin + lugs
1606) bent Fe nail shaft (rest. rest.)
(1675) Mid Hell Fineware bowl (5 frags of rim) (COPIES)
[founds w/ base from 114]
(1875) - Bone x 5
(1876) - plaster x 1
(1877) - 1 stopper
(1881) - 1 caramel + cream chert scraper w/ retouch
(1882) - Aqua blue glass - cast bowl bs
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Unit CB1.7. 117
Date dug July 24th, 2006

Beg. Levels
rock: 465.1q / diff: 464.6q
Under unit(s)
115

End levels
Over unit(s)
122

Volume
1080L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
gray brown silty loam between cobbles & larger rocks

Pottery wt. 41 kg
Ldm BSP
Span EBA-2nd BCE

Other finds
- bone
- shell
- coin

Description and extent
The final removal of the rubble and surrounding dirt in the N of the trench.
Tracking Numbers:
1607) bone x 17
1608) shell x 2
1609) coin AE (K08P043)
1607) Bone 17 + 9 = 26
(1683) - 1 stopper
(1683) L.F. small saucer w/drooping rim [K08P237]
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Unit: CB1.7.116
Date dug: July

Locus: CB1927

Beg. Levels

Under unit(s)

Volume: 120L
Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt.: 2.04Kg
Ldm: Proto ESA
Span:

Other finds
- Bone
- Mudbrick

Description and extent
Balls trim, wall clean & sweeping in NW corner. Sweeping of talus mudlap in SE corner.
Teaching Numbers
1610) Bone x (2
1611) Mudbirds x 16
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Unit C81.7.119  Date dug July 8th, 2006  Locus CB17037

Beg. Levels

Under unit(s)

Volume 430L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Gray brown

Pottery wt. 11kg

Ldm locally fine (mica)
Span 4 - 11cm

Other finds
- bone
- inscription
- Mudbrick Temple

Description and extent
Both4 times and sharing concentrating in the N
Tracking

(1684) - Bone x 16. Note - the astragali recombined as it was not noticed

(1685) - Tumboor/mudbrick x 8 sm chunks

(1686) - Shell x 1/land snail
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Unit CB1.7.120

Date dug July 8th, 2004

Locus CB17000

Begin Levels
465.54

Under unit(s)

End levels
465.27

Over unit(s)
121

Volume
802

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
gray-brown, silty loam, slumpy, clayish

Pottery wt. 37.0g

Other finds
Ldm nothing datable
Span

Description and extent

Topsoil. This unit is the removal of topsoil in the off
better NE corner of the trench, where the balk curves inward, because
of the presence of another trench (also CB1.7) to the NE.
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Unit CB1.7.121
Date dug July 8th, 2008
Locus CB17035

Beg. Levels

Under unit(s)
120

Volume
200L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
light gray-brown sandy loam; some pebbles & caliche

Pottery wt. 2.1kg

Other finds
- bone
- shell
- Muddvik

Ldm ESA & Aujemen Baking Pot
Span MBA - Late Hell

Description and extent

This unit is the subsoil directly beneath 120 in the off kilter NE corner. The pass is being taken down to the level of the wall in the trench quadrant to the NE so as to see the relationship between our trench quadrant and the wall.
Tracking:
(1687) - CB1.7.121 - Bone x 2
(1688) - CB1.7.121 - Shell x 2
(1689) - CB1.7.121 - Mudbrick/Tandoor x 25 shonics
(1687) - Bone - 22 + 3 = 25
(1884) - BSP conical bowl KO8P238
(1885) - BSP Calyx Cup KO8P239
(1886) - Aegean Baking Dish KO8P240
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Unit CB17.122  Date dug July 6, 2004  Locus C01704

Beg. Levels
+464.46  464.41
Under unit(s)

Volume
162.0 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
loose gray

Pottery wt. 9.5 kg
Ldm ESA + Western Amphora
Span BA - Late IIb

Other finds
- Bone
- Mudbrick / Tar

Description and extent
This unit is a continuation downwards of the pit in the central position up against the N wall. It intrudes on areas with possible floors so as to decrease the chance of contaminating them.
TRACKING

(1776) - 5 stoppers
(1890) - Bone x 8
(1887) - Western Amphora [KO8 P241]
(1888) - Local vine sauce (7 frags) [KO8 P242]
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Unit CB1.7.123  Date dug July 4th, 2006  Locus CB17030.0

Beg. Levels
464.96
Under unit(s)
MWA 111
Volume
185 20L
Soil: color, texture, inclusions

End levels
464.80
Over unit(s)
130

Pottery wt. 240 g
Ldm BP+ High necked Cookpot
Span Persian - Hell

Other finds
Bone bead

Description and extent
This unit consists of the careful removal of some dirt in the NE corner so as to define it properly.

CB1.7.123
(1693) 3 joining frags of bone with hole - finished edge - unknown purpose (K08P1507)

(1797) - LF plate K08P195

(1691) - Bone x 2

(1692) - mud/tandoor 11 chunks

(1693) - Bone inlay/3 frags/2 pierced

(1889) - Attaching uncurved rim bowl (2 frags) (K08P243)
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Unit CB17.124
Date dug July 8, 2008
Locus CB17037

Beg. Levels

Under unit(s)

Volume 100 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt. 700 g

Other finds

Ldm Bevelled Rim Casserole
Span Person - 2nd c. BCE

Description and extent

Swaging/Clamping of Trench
Tracking

(1694) - Bore x 5
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Unit C131.7.125

Date dug July 8th, 2006

Locus CB1703.0

Beg. Levels C131.7.125
46-1.09

Under unit(s)

End levels

465.83

Over unit(s)

128 & 132

Volume

30 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

light grey brown silty loam, clay, & clumpy, interrupted with

Pottery wt.

Other finds

Ldm

Span

Description and extent

This unit consists of the removal of some of the
soil from inside the SE talus in order to define it.
Tracking

(1695) - mudbrick tandoor - 1 med sized bag
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Unit CB17.126  Date dug July 5th, 2008  Locus CB17032.0

Beg. Levels 464.56  End levels 464.84
Under unit(s) 115  Over unit(s) 140

Volume 30 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions grey brown silty loam, intermixed with tares

Pottery wt. 4.40 g

Other finds Ldm Hell Spatter, Hell Cook, LE
Span ? - Hell

Description and extent

This unit consists of some soil removed from the SW talus in order to define it.
Tracking

(1696) - mudbrick, tandoor - 1 medium bag
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Unit C81.7.127

Date dug July 7th, 2008

Locus CB17040

Beg. Levels

Under unit(s)

Volume

90L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt. 1.12 kg

Other finds

Ldm BSP
Span 2 - Hell

Description and extent

(This unit consists of the NE 1 layer)

The trench was trashed & robbed. This unit is a cleaning unit of all the debris.
(1778) - Bone x 2
(1779) - Shell x 3
(1697) - Tanoby - 1 big bag
(1891) - BSP Bowl Rim - Rimy Base (5 yags) (C08P245)
(1890) - Western Asia Minor Bowl Rim (C08P244)
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Unit CB17.128  Date dug July 9th, 2008  Locus CB17051.0

Beg. Levels 484.75
Under unit(s) 125
Volume 100L
Soil: color, texture, inclusions

End levels 484.58
Over unit(s) 135

Pottery wt. 420g  Other finds
Ldm Local Fine + Hell Cook
Span MBA - Hell

Description and extent
This unit consists of the SE talus. It is an section.
Tracking

(1698) - Bone x 7
(1699) - Shell x 2 - 1 seashell
(1698) - Bone + 1 = 8
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Unit CB1.7.12a  Date dug July 7th, 2008  Locus CB17029

Begin Levels
414.56
Under unit(s) 115

End levels
464.48
Over unit(s) 134

Volume
450 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
gray-brown silty loam, limestone, shells, pebbles, compacted and clayish

Pottery wt. 45 kg

Ldm Local Fine + Hell Creek + Hell Spatter
Spaa BA - Hell

Other finds
- bone
- Mudbrick / Tawoo

Description and extent
This unit consists of the pass through the floor in the SW quadrant around the Tabor, which goes deeper.
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Unit CBI.7.130  Date dug July 5th, 2008  Locus CBI7030.1

Beg. Levels
484.80
Under unit(s)
123

End levels
484.75
Over unit(s)

Volume
60 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
light grey brown silty loam, some limestone chips & pebbles

Pottery wt. 340g  Other finds

Ldm BSD + Spatter Montaurium
Span ?-Hell

Description and extent
This unit consists of the soil deposits under the NE tabernacle, which was destroyed by vandalism.
Tracking
(1702) - Bone x1
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Unit  C81.7. 131  Date dug  July 9th, 2008  Locus  C817051.0

Beg. Levels  464.83
Under unit(s)  125
Volume  406
Soil: color, texture, inclusions  tan, some light gray above, silty loam, intermixed
Pottery wt.  80 g
Other finds  Ldm  Imported Cookware
Span  2 - 2. BCE

Description and extent  This unit consists of the remaining physical structure and soil in the E half of the talus.
Tracking (1705) - mudbrick x 9 frogs
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Unit CB1.7.132 Date dug July 7th, 2008 Locus [CB17031.1]

Beg. Levels 464.75
Under unit(s) 13
Volume 70
Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt. 2405

Other finds
Ldm Locust finch/Hell cock/Hell Specter
Span? - Hell

Description and extent
This unit is the earth pedestal below the E half of the SE talum.
TRACKING

(1781) - BORNEO
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Unit CBI.7.133  Date dug July 9th, 2008  Locus CBI7034

Beg. Levels 464, 83  End levels 464, 56
Under unit(s) 115  Over unit(s) 135
Volume 60l

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
grey brown silty loam, some pebbles, a couple cobbles

Pottery wt. 270g

Other finds
Ldm CF/ Hell Cock/Hell Spatter
Span Persian - Hell

Description and extent
This unit consists of the soil wedged between the 56
levels and the 58E levels. It is being taken down to the
level of the floor below.
TRACKING

(1782) - Bone x 1
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Unit C81.7.134  Date dug July 7th, 2008  Locus C817029.1

Beg. Levels 464.49
Under unit(s) 129
Volume 3.5 DL

End levels 464.40
Over unit(s) 137

Soil: color, texture, inclusions grey-brown, sandy loam, some pebbles

Pottery wt. 3.2 kg

Other finds
Ldm WW-Orange Jar
Span

Description and extent

This unit consists of a pass 10cm deep immediately below the floor in the S.W. quadrant. The soil lacks the limestone chips and compacted clayish texture. The Tulum is being left for now.
(1783) - 2 stoppers
(1704) - Bone - 10 + 5 = (15)
originally - bone x 10 swags
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Unit CB1.7.135

Date dug July 111, 2006

Locus U1817029

Beg. Levels 464.58

Under unit(s) 116, 129, 132-133

Volume 370 L

End levels 464.50

Over unit(s) 136

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

gray brown sandy loam, limestone chips, some pebbles & cobbles

Pottery wt. 5 kg

Other finds

Ldm Local Fine & Hell Cook

Span BH - Hell

Description and extent

This unit is the removal of the floor in the SE quadrant of the trench.

[Diagram of unit CB1.7.135]
(1784) - 2 carame + dehitage
(1785) - 3 stoppers
(1705) - Bone x 15
(1706) - Mudbrick x 25
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Unit CB 17.136  Date dug July 9th, 2006  Locus CB 7029.1

Beg. Levels
484.50
Under unit(s)
135

Volume 360L

End levels
484.38
Over unit(s)
137

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Grey brown salty loam, some pebbles, fine & loam

Pottery wt. 3.5 Kg

Other finds
Ldm Local Fine, Heli coat, Heli Spatter

Span BA - Heli

Description and extent
This unit was a pass immediately below the floor (taken out as (135)). It comes as the 1 for 136. The soil here is darker with few limestone chips or mudbrick.
(1786) - 2 chert blades; 1 caramel chert blade w/ retouch; one brown blade

(1787) - Bone 25 + 3 = 28
      org bone x 25

(1788) - Shell x 1

(1789) - Mudbrick x 10

(1892) - Hermonian frags to one vessel - 1.5
        joining next season (K08P246)
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Unit CB17.137 Date dug July 9th, 2008 Locus CB17.033

Beg. Levels
464.40 / 464.45

Under unit(s)
134.136

Volume
154.0L

End levels
W: 464.38/464.33

Over unit(s)
138

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Light grey brown silty loam, some

Pottery wt. 7Kg

Ldm Local Fine + Hell, Cock + Hell Spatter
Span BA - Hell

Other finds
- Loom
- Shell
- Iron nail
- Sand

Description and extent
This unit is a pass 10cm deep across the face of the trench. In digging we uncovered a Remon Jar, parts of which we removed. Indeed we began another deeper pass before the end of the day concentrated around the Remon Jar.
(1787) - 3 stoppers
(1710) - bone - 25 + 10 = 35
doig - bone x 25
(1711) - shell x 2 (1 seashell) (1 land snail)
(1712) - iron nail - w/ square flat head + short square
inset: shaft. - complete
(1715) - orange + cream - stone bead [KOQBDO0Y]
(1892) - Hermon jar frags to one vessel to be
you need next season [KOEP246]
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Unit CB17.138  Date dug July 10th, 2008  Locus CB17033

Beg. Levels

\[ W: 464.38  E: 464.33 \]
Under unit(s) 137

End levels

V: 464.15  E: 464.15
Over unit(s)

Volume

IIIL

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

grey - brown silty loam, some pebbles, fine & compacted

Pottery wt. 19kg

Ldm Local Fine + Hell Cook + Span
Span BA+Holl

Other finds

- bone
- chert blade
- basalt grander
- shell

Description and extent

This unit is a deep (1.00m) pass across the southern half of the trench and moves from west to east, after completing the first pass we complete made a second pass across the same area (south half of trench - west to east). It levelled off the deeper portion around the Hunon jar. It appears that the small begins to float at the bottom of the pass.
Tracking

(1753) - 3 additional bone from wash 53 + 3 = 56
(1819) - 7 stoppers
(1754) - shell x1 (land snail frag)
(1755) - Brown chert w/orange veins notched blades
(1756) - Handstone [K085034]
Kedesh

Unit CBI.7.139  Date dug July 10th, 2005  Locus 117037

Beg. Levels  End levels

Under unit(s)  Over unit(s)

Volume

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt. 3 kg  Other finds

Ldm  BSP
Span 2 - 3 c. BCE

Description and extent

Wall and general cleaning
(1757) - 2 additional bone from wash 13 + 2 = 15
  orig bone x 13
(1758) - shell x 2.
(1759) - 1 brown bladelet
Kedesh

Unit CB1.7.140
Date dug July 10, 08
Locus CB17032.0

Beg. Levels
444.52
Under unit(s)
126
End levels
464.43
Over unit(s)
142

Volume 60 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
tan humus (not kept) + grey-brown silty loam

Pottery wt. 540 g
Ldm local Fire + Hell Slatter
Span

Other finds
- Bone
- Float

Description and extent
This unit consists of the soil from inside these talus, the portions of the talus itself kept in place.

CB1.7.140
Tracking
(1820) - 1st stopper
(1796) - Soil sample for flotation
(1760) - Bone x 8
(1878) - Bone x 1 - total - 9
Kedesh

Unit CBL.7.141  Date dug July 10th, 2008  Locus CB17033

Beg. Levels 464.20
Under unit(s) 136
Volume 40L
Soil: color, texture, inclusions

End levels 464.15
Over unit(s)

Pottery wt. 32.42 Kg
Ldm 136P
Span 8A.2-2.8.8C

Other finds

Description and extent
This unit consists of the removal of the
large jar fragments & associated dirt in the SE quadrant
of the trench, lying at the bottom of the deep pass.
Tracking

(1761) - shell x 1
(1892) - Hermon - our frag - to one vessel - to be joined next season KO8P246

and to increase will be given to them with the help of friends and
establishment and to the best advantage. Instruments and ships
must first be considered will be paid by myself, through mistakes

1911.11897
LOCUS: CB17032.1

Unit: CB1.7.142
Begin Levels: 464.93

Under Units:
140

Volume: 60L

Soil, Colour, Texture
Grey-brown silty loam

Pottery Weight: 1 kg
LDM: White Ware Rim Foot + Aegean Lacone
Span: BA - Persian

Date Day: July 14, 2008
End Levels:

Other Units:

Description:
This Unit consisted of the pedestal soil below the SE tanum. It was taken down to the level reached at the bottom of the jar CB1.7.138
Tracking

(1762) - 2 additional bones from wash 2 + 2 = 4
(1818) - shell from wash x 1

Ang 2

Job
Loco of CB3.7 (SE quadrant)

Topsoil: 70-75

Screening: 76, 79, 82, 91, 92, 96, 99, 111, 112, 125, 137, 142, 150, 155

Corner Clearances: 114, 115, 141

[CB37018]: CB3.7:100, 101, 103, 105

Late antique fill: 77, 79, 87 (Bye LDM, subsoil, generally rubble free)

N.P.t: 80

S.P.t: 81

Late Hell-Roman Fill: 93, 95, 99, 98, 99, 102, 105, 108, 109, 110, 113, 116-117

- KF Han or EDA LDM (mostly / less further down

- high-medium levels of pellets & globules

- intrusive downward

- others in both levels

- 110, 119, 129, 129, 127, 126, 132-135

- etc. 110, 119, 125, 124, 127, 126, 132-135, 143

- etc.

- etc.

- etc.

[CB37021]: 135

North rocks and Redressed Earth: 139-140

- KF Han

[CB37017]: 145

- 146

[CB37022]: 147, 156

- 148, 158

[CB37023]: 152

- degraded floor: 149